
BIA PHOTO LINE-UP ADVISORY FORM - (ADMINISTRATIVE)

, agree to view a photo/live line-up atI,

on
(Date)(Location)

*    The investigation will continue whether or not an identification is made.

Signature of Witness Viewing Photo Line-up TimeDate

Star No.Signature of photo line-up Administrator

CPD-44.264 (7/17)

(Print Name)
.

BUREAU OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS
CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT

 *     It is as important to exclude innocent persons as it is to identify an accused.

*     I should not feel compelled to make an identification.

*     If an Independent Administrator is conducting the line-up, they do not know the
      accused's identity; if an Independent Administrator is not being used, I should not
      assume the line-up Administrator knows which person in the line-up is the accused.

*     If recording the line-up is practical, an audio recording of myself
      and the persons conducting the line-up will be made for the purpose of accurately
      documenting all statements made by myself.

I understand that I am not required to be recorded and may refuse to do so:

*    The accused may or may not be presented in the line-up.

INSTRUCTIONS TO WITNESS VIEWING PHOTO LINE-UP

The photo line-up Administrator has explained the above instructions, I have also read them and/or they
have been read to me and I understand them.

AUDIO RECORDING CONSENT

No BIA member has suggested in any way that I should consent or refuse to have this line-up audio
recorded.  The decision to have this line-up audio recorded is my personal preference.

PHOTO LINE-UP RESULTS
The Witness identified the following photo number:
The Witness made the following statements during the photo line-up as to the identity of the involved
member:

Signature of Witness viewing photo line-up Date Time
SIGNATURES

Circle the word(s) "consent" or "do not consent" in the following questions:

I consent/do not consent to being audio recorded.

Signature of Witness

LOG NO.

Date
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